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lectricity is a force multiplier when it comes
to poverty alleviation. Communities that lack
access to electricity also suffer from low
incomes, lack of socioeconomic development
and limited access to basic healthcare & educational
services. A sizeable population in India lives off the grid
– they have limited access to reliable electricity, and
therefore do not share the fruits of the modern economy.
The
Rockefeller
Foundation
launched
a
comprehensive Mini Grid initiative called Smart Power
for Rural Development (SPRD) to address this challenge
with a mission to eradicate energy poverty. Spearheaded
in India, this is an innovative, market-based initiative that
enables rural electrification through renewable energy
Mini Grids, thus spurring economic development of the
under served communities.
As we started our work, several challenges were
apparent. The absence of an enabling policy and regulatory
framework, non-availability of funding and lack of
interest from credible developers were some of the major
problems. To address these gaps, there was a need for an
enabling platform that could support implementation,
influence stakeholders, share best practices and bring in
the much-needed risk capital.
Although amongst many off-grid solutions, Mini
Grids stood out as the most appropriate solution for
rural electrification, the existing approaches were heavily
dependent on subsidies and grants. The key was to
develop a business model that would make Mini Grids
commercially viable, while enabling last mile distribution
of electricity for various household and productive uses.
We support Energy Service Companies (ESCOs)
across the Mini Grid value chain – from conceiving,
planning, constructing and improving their day-to-day
operations. On the demand side, ESCOs focus on customer
service through a robust service delivery infrastructure.
In addition to this, Community Engagement and MicroEnterprise Development Programs are continuously held
to create a strong buy-in from within the local population.
This level of socioeconomic detailing in our project rollout
plan at each village is unique to SPI.
It is heartening to see the initial signs of success.
Today, we have 6 ESCOs that operate 95 plants across the

States of U.P., Bihar and Jharkhand, with a strong pipeline
of new plants. Our mini-grids connect over 28,000
customers, 3,000 commercial enterprises & service over
150 anchor loads including telecom towers, fuel stations
& rural banks.
Early socioeconomic indicators are also extremely
encouraging, especially the reduced reliance on kerosene
and diesel. Moreover, reliable electricity not only extends
productive hours for existing commercial enterprises,
but also helps them to add more productive loads to their
daily operations. This has led to increase in income levels,
thereby improving the paying capacity of our customers,
translating into a 95% revenue realization for our ESCOs.
Our work till date has elicited keen interest amongst
several credible investors and other stakeholders. We are
also in discussions with technology companies to develop
innovative solutions, which will enhance efficiency and
drive down costs, positively impacting project IRRs.
The pioneering work done by the SPI team and its
partners has prompted policy makers to look at this sector
with a new lens. The U.P. Government in its breakthrough
decision, was the first in line to launch a Mini Grid
Policy and create a supporting regulatory framework. It
is imminent that more states will head in this direction,
not only de-risking the sector but also attracting more
entrepreneurs. A viable Mini Grid-based solution that
can possibly be integrated with the national grid, is now
being positioned as a complementary solution to the
Government’s “24X7 Power for All Mission”.
As we work towards consolidating these trends and
continue to build on this momentum, I am happy to
present to you the first issue of Smart Power Connect.
Each quarterly issue will keep you abreast with our
journey, and the experience of our stakeholders as we
move towards our mission of energizing a 1,000 villages,
impacting a million lives.
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Impact Stories

Raj Kumar Shah’s printing
business: Growing by Leaps
& Bounds
Raj Kumar Shah, lives in Nabiganj
village, Siwan district, Bihar. He

Abhishek:
A Brighter Future

exemplifies

businesses have grown since the Mini

Abhishek, son of Ram Khilawan

Grid plant was set up under the Smart

Yadav from Behrayen-U.P., graduated

Power initiative.

from Grade 10 with 85% marks. His

Raj Kumar owns a printing shop

father had availed the connection

in the village market. Till a year ago

from the Smart Power Mini Grid

the erratic electricity supply and

when Abhishek was in Grade 8. Ram
Khilawan says, “Earlier, he used to
study in the light from the kerosene
lamp that flickered constantly.

The

lamp had to be kept close to the books
while studying, which was harmful
for his health. During the monsoons,
insects got attracted to the lamp,
further hindering his studies. The
bright light from the Smart Power
Mini Grid made it easier for him to
study! We use the electricity for other
purposes as well.”
Ram

Khilwan

believes

that

Abhishek’s good score was a result of
the uninterrupted extra study hours
he availed due to power from the Mini
Grid. He happily says “Abhishek’s
better results are there for everyone to
see.” Abhishek aims to take up further
studies and has a bright future.

entrepreneurs whose

the timeworn technology of the

“The work which used
to take me 3-4 days
can now be finished in
one day. Now, I can do
more work in less time
and it has also
increased the number
of my customers. Now
my work is less tiring
and much easier”

equipment he used were hindering

Sunil Kumar
and his carpenter shop
Nabiganj, Siwan - Bihar

high speed inkjet printer cum scanner

his growth. His financial condition
did not permit investment in new
equipment. Unable to provide timely
services, he was losing business
every month.
The Smart Power Mini Grid
provided him access to reliable and
affordable electricity. The unique
funding model under Smart Power
initiative helped him to add a new
and repay for it in installments. These
two significant changes led to his
monthly income increasing from Rs
4,000-5,000 to Rs 8,000-10,000. Raj
Kumar’s life, like that of many others
from the villages of Uttar Pradesh
& Bihar, has transformed due to the
Smart Power initiative.

Conceived, compiled and presented by Smart Power India. dbanerjee@smartpowerindia.org
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SMART POWER
The journey so far...

INDIA

uttar prAdesh

Transforming

66 Operational Sites

28,000

Lives Across
Three States

bihar

25 Operational Sites

jharkhand

4 Operational Sites

2,988 Shops and Businesses
113 Institutions, Telecom

Towers and Micro-Enterprises

Disclaimer: India’s map is only meant to show the location of the
three States. It is not meant to define India’s political boundaries.
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Vision
To spur economic development in villages through
access to reliable electricity provided by renewable
energy Mini Grids.

Mission
Enable an ecosystem that drives socioeconomic
development through sustainable renewable energy
Mini Grids in 1000 villages, impacting a million lives.

What is a Mini Grid?
A ‘Mini Grid’ is defined as a
system having a Renewable
Energy (RE) based power plant
(with capacity of 10KW and
above), and supplying electricity to a target set of consumers
(households, shops, commer-

Social Impact of
Reliable Electricity

• 80% of children use light to study after
dark; average daily increase of study
time by 2 hours
• 70% reduction in incidents of theft
and increased personal safety
• 50% of household users report
reduction in eye problems caused
due to kerosene lamps
• A majority of women reported ease
in doing domestic chores, freeing
up time for productive and leisure
activities

Economic Impact of
Reliable Electricity

cial load, institutional setups,
telecom tower, etc.) through a

• Micro-enterprises reported longer
business hours, resulting in increased
customer base and profitability
• Several commercial establishments
add more electricity-driven devices,
leading to business expansion &
diversification
• Increase in women entrepreneurs
starting new ventures, resulting
in increased household income

distribution network.
Mini Grids can be powered
by RE sources such as solar,
biomass, wind, small hydro
and can have diesel-based generator as a backup. Mini Grids
have the provision of battery
storage to supply electricity at
night.

95 Operational Sites
Households

Institutional
Loads

Shops

Distribution
Network

Anchor Load

Power Plant

Storage

Commercial Loads
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The Rockefeller Foundation

EMPowering
Rural India

Across the world 1.2 billion people lack access to reliable
and affordable electricity of which 237 million live in India.

T

he Rockefeller Foundation has, over the last
century and more, built a legacy of initiatives
that bring transformative change to people’s
lives. Since 1913, the Foundation has held
one unchanged mission - to promote the well-being
of humanity throughout the world. One of the biggest

maladies inhibiting well being of people is lack of access
to electricity. Across the world 1.2 billion people lack
access to reliable and affordable electricity of which 237
million live in India. Often the little electricity that these
communities have access to, is generated using diesel –
which is harmful to both the environment and people’s

80% of children use light to study after dark; average daily increase of study time by 2 hours
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Piyush Goyal, Minister of State (Independent Charge) for Power, Coal, New and Renewable Energy and Mines, Government of India lighting
the ceremonial lamp at the launch of Smart Power India in April 2015
(L-to-R): Jamshyd Godrej, Chairman, Godrej & Boyce; Jaideep Mukherji, CEO – Smart Power India; Zia Khan, VP, Initiatives and Strategy,
The Rockefeller Foundation; Piyush Goel and Judith Rodin, President – The Rockefeller Foundation

health. The Foundation therefore, made a foray into the
rural electrification space through the Smart Power for
Rural Development program, making a start with India.
India’s private sector has been a world leader in
innovation and entrepreneurship. Yet many challenges
remain for nearly one third of India’s population that lives
in poverty with little or no access to income generation
opportunities. One factor that would help millions of
households see their dreams and ambitions come alive
is access to reliable and affordable electricity - to light
homes and power equipment at greater productivity
levels.
The Foundation began exploring the problem of lack
of access to electricity in 2010. Many of its initiatives are
spun around the generation and consumption of clean
energy as well as the relationship between lack of access
to energy and rural poverty. The Foundation is deliberate
in its focus on economic development and productive
use of electricity. It most specifically views this work as
an opportunity to capture and build upon the ingenuity
and entrepreneurship that already exist within villages –
ultimately building more inclusive economies within India.
Dr. Zia Khan, who oversees the Foundation’s approach
to achieving impact and realizing the organization’s
mission and goals, says that the Foundation worked with
communities, NGOs, government leaders and industry
to develop a game changing business model. “We were
aware that the model that would emerge would have to

have multiple value propositions for the government,
for investors, for those dedicated to making a social
impact and of course to the communities and villagers
themselves,” says Dr. Zia Khan.
What emerged out of The Foundation’s work, based on
its focus, is the unique Smart Power for Rural Development
initiative (SPRD). An innovative, market-based initiative
that promotes sustainable business models, SPRD delivers
electricity through decentralized renewable energy (DRE)
Mini Grids. It seeds the ESCO, brings in an anchor tenant
and achieves the socioeconomic development goal by
encouraging Micro enterprise Development.
Against the traditional philanthropic models of rural
electrification, the Smart Power initiative focuses on
attracting private energy service companies, ESCOs to
build DRE Mini Grids. The SPRD initiative aims to reduce
the use of diesel to generate power and create new
income enhancing sources with use of electricity. This
model meets the need for various lighting and productive
uses of electricity, for example the needs of carpenters or
irrigation machinery for farmers and others. It leverages
the steady source of revenue from anchor loads such as
telecom tower operators or rural banks, and also sells
electricity to local businesses and households. Being a
revenue driven model, it encourages investment in clean
energy Mini Grid plants.
Dr. Judith Rodin, President - The Rockefeller
Foundation, believes that the SPRD initiative is a new
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SPRD initiative aims to spur economic development through supply of reliable and sustainable electricity

revolution that has the potential to
transform lives and help build a more
inclusive economy for India. “Building
off the global momentum among
stakeholders to bring sustainable
energy to all, we are working to
expand rural electrification in an
environmentally and economically
sustainable way and to catalyze longterm economic growth, beginning in
India,” says Dr. Rodin. The interplay
between technology, green energy,
and the requirement of reaching
affordable power to rural or poorer
sections of society being powered
by The Foundation is a pioneering
initiative.
The uniqueness of the SPRD
initiative lies in its reliability, scalability
and sustainability stemming from the
promotion of economic development
as the nucleus. As it’s primary
principle the model ensures that

sufficient electricity is allocated to
power economic development within
villages and clusters. Every Smart
Power project is modeled on the
following principles:
• Enabling communities to move up
the energy ladder over time
• Providing energy which is reliable,
sustainable, high quality and safe
• Implementing standardized
processes
• Extending the use of renewable
energy as a primary source of power
With a commitment of USD 75 million
to this initiative, The Foundation aims
to create an enabling ecosystem to
electrify a 1000 Indian villages, and
impact more than a million lives. This
initiative aligns closely with the Indian
government’s vision of providing
24/7 reliable electricity access and
spurring economic development
in rural areas. To implement the

SPRD initiative, The Foundation set
up Smart Power India (SPI) in April
2015. SPI has the potential to set the
trend for a new era – an era where
reliable electricity from sustainable
DRE Mini Grids can reach rural areas
and progressively transform their
economies. With the largest under
served population and the largest
number of un-electrified villages, U.P.
and Bihar are the focus states for the
initiative’s implementation.
Mr. Jaideep Mukherji, CEO,
SPI, is encouraged by the Hon’ble
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s
commitment to bring power to All
by 2019. SPI has envisaged for itself
an intermediating role amongst the
key stakeholders i.e. the Government,
the private sector, the community
organizations and the energy
service companies. This role of SPI,
Mr Mukherjee believes, would
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Rajapatti, Gopalganj District, Bihar

be complementary to the
Government’s efforts. It would
hasten the last mile reach to
villages that currently do not
have access to reliable energy.
According to Dr. Rodin,
electricity access is seen not
just as a development challenge,
but as a lever for accelerating
a more inclusive economy:
more inclusive prosperity
for India. This effort requires
close coordination with the
Indian Government, large scale
purchasers of electricity, local
communities, energy service
companies and investors.
To this extent Smart Power
India has been able to strike a
chord with Mr. Piyush Goyal,
Minister of State (Independent
Charge) for Power, Coal, New
and Renewable Energy and

Mines, Government of India.
“The fact that The Rockefeller
Foundation is investing in
sustainable energy frameworks
is exciting. A million people,
is a lot of people, even
in a country like India. If
implemented effectively, and
I have full confidence that it
will, this initiative can have
a tremendous effect. We are
open to all ideas and we look to
foundations and organizations
such as The Rockefeller
Foundation, to learn from
their varied experience and to
improve the quality of life of
rural populations in India. We
will be happy to scale it up
in partnership with you and
with other charitable and well
meaning organization,” says
Mr. Piyush Goyal.
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The Foundation is ensuring that its investments
create meaningful change for the poorest and
most vulnerable people in India. Smart Power
India is well on track to deliver on this promise.
As of July 2016, Smart Power’s ESCO partners
are operating 95 Decentralized Renewable
Energy (DRE) Mini Grid plants spread across
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and Jharkhand, benefitting
more than 28,000 users directly.
The most satisfying aspect of the initiative
has been the transformational impact on local
communities. At the currently operational
sites almost 95% users reported significant
social improvements in their lives with health
benefits and a greater sense of safety. In rural
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, having access to
electricity means that water pumps operate
constantly, that schools and health centres are
connected, that there is street lighting after
dark and that children study better and for
longer hours. With a saving of an average 25
hours per week on water collection, the girls
get time to attend school and women have
more time for productive activities.
With access to the Smart Power Mini Grid,
some micro enterprises have reported an
increase in their customer base and others
have started to diversify and expand their
businesses. From Kismet Jehan of Katiya
village in U.P. to Naina who runs a tailoring
training centre and Sandeep who has set up a
clean water supply business, a large number
of consumers have been positively impacted.
These inspiring stories of progress encourage
us to remain at the forefront of India’s push for
rural electrification
Dr. Rodin envisions this unique partnership
with the Government and other stakeholders as
one that will bring a Green Revolution to India
by strengthening the country’s food security,
increasing rural incomes generating activities
and enabling India to become a major exporter
of crops throughout the world. This is a very
real and achievable vision, going by the Hon’ble
Minister Shri Piyush Goyal’s encouraging
words at SPI’s launch “I’m sure, going forward
we can take this along the highway on a fast
track, and I would love to come back one year
later to say that a million people are done; now
what next?”
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Policy Framework

Renewable
Energy
Based
Mini Grids
The New
Paradigm
for Last Mile
Electricity
Delivery Readying
India’s States
Atul Mudaliar, Senior Program Associate,
Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation
Ankita Jena, Coordinator- Policy,
Clean Energy Access Network (CLEAN)
Deepak Gupta, Senior Program Manager,
Shakti Sustainable Energy Foundation
Hari Natarajan, Chief Executive Officer,
Clean Energy Access Network (CLEAN)
Smart Power initiative has changed the rules of the game.
Its innovative approach to establishing viable and sustainable
Mini Grids has set off a revolution in the rural electrification space.

National Policy – Upbeat About Mini Grids!
The Government of India has set itself the ambitious
task of providing ‘Power for All’ by March 2019. The
target is to connect around 240 million people (IEA,
WEO India Report 2015) with reliable and affordable
round-the-clock electricity supply. To achieve this
objective, the Government is prioritizing grid expansion
and strengthening, decentralized distributed generation,
utility reforms and other measures under various
initiatives such as the Deendayal Upadhaya Gram Jyoti
Yojana (DDUGJY), National Solar Mission, 24x7 Power for
All, Ujwal Discom Assurance Yojana (UDAY) and others.
Decentralized Renewable Energy (DRE) is an
important last-mile intervention that has been successful

in meeting the electricity needs of rural India. DREbased Micro and Mini Grid solutions offer a number of
technical and economic benefits – low gestation periods,
reasonable size and economy, capacity to supply to
domestic as well as enterprise loads, and the ability to
interact with the utility grid. Once seen as an interim
solution, Mini Grids are now viewed as a potential option
to complement distribution company (discom) supply.
A number of Mini Grid models have been successfully
implemented in various parts of the country, particularly
in States such as Uttar Pradesh (U.P.), Bihar, Chhattisgarh,
Odisha and others. In the past these could not be scaled
up because of the sector’s uncertain policy and regulatory
environment.
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However, there have been several promising developments
in this space. The amendments to the National (Power)
Tariff Policy, and the drafting of a dedicated National Mini
Grid Policy showcase India’s intent to seal the gaps in
policy for Mini Grids development and provide support
for large-scale implementation of projects.
The Government of India revised the Tariff Policy
in January 2016, which has now, for the first time,
taken a comprehensive view of the power sector in the
backdrop of achieving 24x7 supply. Interestingly, the
policy acknowledges the role that Mini Grids can play in
India’s unserved and under-served areas, the substantial
first costs associated and the risk to asset investments
once the discom grid arrives. To de-risk the Mini Grids,

11

the policy recommends that the discoms purchase power
from them. The State Electricity Regulators have been
asked to develop suitable regulatory mechanisms to
support such transactions.
The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE)
is preparing a National Policy aimed at deploying 10,000
renewable energy based Micro and Mini Grids over
the next five years to improve last mile access and
supply clean power. The policy is expected to lay the
essential terms and conditions for Mini Grid deployment
for programs operated by the MNRE and recommend
guidelines to States on project development, operations
and maintenance. To promote participation, especially of
new and relatively smaller ESCOs, a relaxation of certain
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Mini Grids are expected to spur economic development by enhancing last mile access to clean and reliable electricity

norms is under consideration. One such relaxation is
in the current requirement of accreditation from credit
rating agencies necessary for empanelment and thus
eligibility to access benefits such as central subsidies.
The policy also proposes training support for potential
Mini Grid ESCOs. For ensuring uniform and minimum
performance standards across the sector, the policy
envisages applying essential technical, safety and service
delivery norms. For the sustainability of Mini Grids, in the
context of co-operation with the discom grid, the policy
has suggested alternative frameworks to allow them to
exit or to co-exist. The projects are allowed to function
in a standalone mode or feed the surplus power to the
discom’s grid.
The State Nodal Agencies (SNAs) are responsible for
governing RE policies and implementing the programs
in the States. The policy anticipates that the SNAs will
assume a much larger role by accepting additional tasks
such as collating and maintaining project information,
monitoring performance, housing a single window
channel for ease of project development, resolving
grievances, facilitating ownership-transfer procedures,
assisting regulatory matters and requests etc.

The endorsement of Mini Grids in the National Tariff
Policy is the turning point for far-reaching and progressive
changes and the announcement of the National Policy
is one such immediate outcome at the national level.
Such national measures will play an important role in
providing market direction, impetus and in setting the
tone of growth for the sector. It is crucial to make sure that
on-the-ground challenges do not offset potential gains.

From Road maps to Reality: Facing
Implementation Challenges
ESCOs that implement Mini Grid projects face a number
of challenges such as identifying appropriate project
sites, procuring land, obtaining right-of-way sanctions,
consent from local governments and other approvals.
They also face the impending risk of competing with
the local discom. Mini Grids will have to address several
technical and operational challenges while interacting
with the national grid. This operating environment is
slowing down the evolution of a strong Mini Grids
ecosystem. This has affected financing, stifled the growth
of existing companies and constrained new companies
from entering the space.
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It is thus evident that the Mini Grid ecosystem requires
a change. Policies, regulations and implementation
frameworks need to complement the national policy,
especially by addressing aspects around ease-of-doingbusiness and future risks to assets and investments.

State Governments Have a Big Role to Play!
Uttar Pradesh: The Bellwether State for
Mini Grid Development
The States of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and
Odisha are keen on introducing measures for Mini Grid
deployment. Uttar Pradesh (U.P.) is the most populous
State in India, with the largest number of people without
access to electricity (around 85 million - IEA, WEO India
Report 2015). It is also the first state to announce a Mini
Grid Policy and regulations for implementation. It is
interesting to observe that parallel initiatives are being
undertaken by the Central Government and in Uttar
Pradesh to build supportive frameworks for Mini Grids.
U.P. State’s “Mini Grid Policy” aims at meeting the
minimum power requirements of nearly two crore
households located in un-electrified habitations, hamlets
or majras, and in areas with limited electricity supply.
The policy in particular, appeals to the private sector, by
offering investor-friendly implementation options and
project development support in the form of single window
clearances, access to training and other infrastructure as
required. The regulations that followed the policy in quick
succession recommend a landmark framework – they
categorically allowed Mini Grid-based ESCOs to operate
in grid covered areas, and offered them options – to work
in a standalone mode, interconnect with discom’s grid for
sale of power, or co-operate as a distribution franchisee –
among other features.
U.P.’s Mini Grid Policy and the supporting regulatory
framework are a promising first step for the State.
Many experts note that more clarity is desired on the
implementation of the policy and regulations. The
U.P. Government is now considering the development
of an implementation framework for the “Mini Grid
Policy” that will determine the responsibilities
of stakeholders, capacity requirements and other
mechanisms. The U.P. Electricity Regulatory Commission
is preparing supporting documents in view of the
incumbent regulations including templates for the terms
of sale of power, franchisees, and grid interconnectivity
arrangements etc. The confidence of both, the U.P.
government as well as the regulator, in Mini Grids as a
solution for last mile access, as well as the synergy between
the government and the regulator on the subject area are
very encouraging. The state level policy implementation
framework should now ideally target to converge the
provisions of incumbent policy and regulations.
It is also now expected that other states which have
shown interest – including but not limited to Bihar,

Mini Grid solutions are a potential option to complement the
distribution company’s power supply

Odisha, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh
– may fast track their efforts to adopt supportive policies
and regulations.

Building Capacity for Implementation
– A Crucial Next Step
The draft National Policy as well as the UP Policy have
allocated significant additional responsibilities to SNAs
that go beyond the customary roles of governance
and management. For effective implementation, it is
crucial for SNAs to strengthen their capacities with
essential managerial and technical competencies, which
will need substantial funding. The Central Government
and State Governments should consider committing
capacity-building resources to SNAs for ramping up their
capabilities, and consider collaborating with funding
agencies for support.

Conclusion
In summary, interventions by the Centre and the progress
in U.P. has certainly buoyed the stakeholder mood for
Mini Grids in India. ESCOs, financial institutions and
governments should ride this wave of momentum and
respond appropriately. Important lessons can be drawn
and applied from the progression seen in the solar
rooftop PV sector in the country. A credible National
Policy fortified with enabling State-level frameworks and
empowered SNAs can lead to the evolution of a vibrant
Mini Grid sector. This also provides a scope for initiating
discussions with the Ministry of Power to include Mini
Grids in their larger discussion of the electrification plan
for the country.		
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Glimpses of Smart Power Events
Mr. Piyush Goyal, Minister of State (Independent Charge) for Power, Coal, New and Renewable
Energy and Mines, Government of India joined The Rockefeller Foundation Team in New Delhi
during the launch of Smart Power India on April 15, 2015

(L-to-R): Jaideep Mukherji, CEO - Smart Power India; Zia Khan, VP,
Initiatives and Strategy, The Rockefeller Foundation; Piyush Goyal,
Minister of State (Independent Charge) for Power, Coal, New and
Renewable Energy and Mines, Government of India; Judith Rodin,
President, The Rockefeller Foundation, at the launch
of Smart Power India

Zia Khan, VP, Initiatives and Strategy, The Rockefeller Foundation,
speaking at the launch. (L to R): Jaideep Mukherji, CEO, Smart
Power India, Jamshyd Godrej, Chairman, Godrej & Boyce, Ashok
Khosla, Chairman, Development Alternatives and Rohit Chandra,
Vice Chairman and Executive Director, OMC Power

Speaking at the SPI launch: Minister Piyush Goyal, Judith Rodin and Zia Khan

Minister Piyush Goyal sharing a lighter moment with Judith Rodin Also in the picture: Jamshyd Godrej
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The U.P. Mini Grid Conclave was organized by The Rockefeller Foundation on March 28, 2016
in Lucknow
1

3

2

1

3

2 At the U.P. Mini Grid Conclave: Akhilesh Yadav, Chief

Minister of Uttar Pradesh, along with the officers of the U.P.
Government; Also in the pictures: Ashvin Dayal, Associate
Vice President and Managing Director (Asia), The Rockefeller
Foundation; Rohit Chandra, Vice Chairman and Executive
Director, OMC Power
A cross section of the audience at the interactive session

The Foundation and SPI supported the 8th Sankalp Global Summit 2016
held in Mumbai between April 20-22, 2016
1

3

2

1

(L to R): Rohit Chandra, Ashvin Dayal, Partha Sarthi Sen Sharma,
Jayant Prasad, Executive Board Member cKers Finance;
Jaideep Mukherji, Greg Neichin, Director, Ceniarth llc;
Shashi Buluswar, Manish Pawar, Principle, Center of Advanced
Research and Development at the Sankalp Global Summit

2 SPI participating at its first ever exhibition organized parallel

to the Sankalp Summit

3 Round Table on Technology Innovations in the Off-Grid Energy

Sector, hosted by the Institute for Transformative Technologies,
with support from The Rockefeller Foundation
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The U.P.
Mini Grid Policy

The First Welcome Steps
SHRI Partha Sarthi
Sen Sharma
Secretary to Chief Minister
of Uttar Pradesh (U.P.)
and Secretary, New
& Renewable Energy
Development Agency
(NEDA), Government
of Uttar Pradesh

U.P. is the first state in India to visualize
DRE Mini Grid’s role in completely
transforming the energy experience of
rural population. Electricity delivered to
the last mile through Mini Grids has the
potential to provide electricity access that
allows consumers to utilize power for
multiple economic uses. The State has
taken a lead role in creating an enabling
framework for building sustainable Mini
Grids. Released in December 2015, it is
the first Mini Grid Policy to be drafted
and announced by any Indian State. This
pioneering step is an encouragement to our
stakeholders and might well inspire other
states to follow the lead. Our Chief Minister,
Shri Akhilesh Yadav was actively involved
in the drafting of this policy. Driven by his
vision to create an enabling environment
for Mini Grid investors, the Policy is a first
welcome step in that direction. Inviting
investors to the State the Minister says
“your large scale investments in U.P. will
electrify many homes in many places and
transform people’s lives.”

Engaging the Stakeholders
With no precedence of a Mini Grid Policy,
the drafting of this policy has been an
extraordinary journey for us. Our
keenness to work in the partnership mode
is reflected in the fact that this policy is
drafted in consultation with stakeholders.
Mr. Desh Deepak Verma, Chairman,
U.P. Electricity Regulatory Commission,
describes this policy as “the most real one
and an outcome of the State’s yuva soch”.
Referring to the participatory process, the
Chief Minister says “The policy announced
by the U.P. Government has been designed
and drafted by all of you and it is you who
have to take electricity to U.P.’s villages”.
While drafting this policy and
thereafter, we have been keenly aware

that Mini Grids will become a sustainable,
scalable alternative to Grid Power, only
when based on a win-win model. Both the
implementers as well as the customers
must gain from the project. Commercially
unviable Mini Grids will remain limited
by the Government’s ability to provide
subsidy. The new Mini Grids model has
revolutionized the space by bringing in
the Anchor Business Community (ABC) or
an anchor load. An ABC, such as a telecom
tower, brings a degree of financial and
operational stability to Mini Grids making
them commercially viable. Electricity
shortage in U.P.’s villages, for example,
has been the biggest bane of the telecom
tower operators. They willingly pay a slight
premium to the Mini Grid operator who
promises them reliable, quality power. The
operator offers electricity to households at
an affordable rate. By catalyzing economic
activity, it strengthens demand as well as
the payment capability of users, making
it a win-win model. Technology and
financing also play a critical role in making
this model a success. What is emerging
from this model is a commercially viable
Mini Grid sector capable of functioning
without Government subsidy.

A Unique Policy
The U.P. Mini Grid policy aims to promote
generation of clean and green power; both
solar and biomass. While some might be
confused, it is not the Solar Mini Grid
Policy. The Solar Policy of 2013 targets to
set up 500 Mega Watts grid connected solar
power, based on a tier bidding process.
Three phases of this bidding have already
taken place. Ninety Mega Watts from the
first round have been commissioned in
Mahoba, Jalaun and Lalitpur districts.
The Mini Grid Policy is an allencompassing one, irrespective of the
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(L to R): Partha Sarthi Sen Sharma, Secretary to U.P. CM and Secretary-NEDA, Govt. of U.P.; Jaideep Mukherji, CEO, Smart Power India;
Hari Natarajan, CEO - CLEAN; Rohit Chandra, Vice Chairman and Executive Director; OMC Power and Upendra Bhatt, Co-founder
and MD, cKinetics at the U.P. Mini Grid Conclave organized by The Rockefeller Foundation in March 2016

With no STATE
Government subsidy
in play, the Policy
does not place any
restrictions on
either the
distribution
or the tariffs.

source of energy. It defines a
Mini Grid as a plant with 500 kilo
watts capacity. Two clear modes of
implementation have been defined
in the policy. The traditional
State Government subsidy mode,
envisages establishing the project
on a ‘Build-Operate-Maintain’
basis. A maximum of 30% subsidy
will be available through the
bidding route. With a ten-year
mandatory operation period, the subsidy based model
requires the developer to organize the land. Eight hours of
electricity supply to homes and six hours to commercial
establishments will be obligatory under the Service Level
Agreement. The tariffs are very clearly enunciated too.
What I find more interesting is the new revolutionary
model – the one ‘without Government subsidy’. In this
model developers are at liberty to identify the project
site, procure land and arrange finances from their own
sources. With no Government subsidy in play, the Policy
does not place any restrictions on either distribution or
tariffs. As highlighted by Mr. Desh Deepak Verma, the
private sector response to the non-subsidy model has
been very heartening.
This policy is distinctive in more ways than one. It
provides a single window clearance system, clarity of
roles of key Government officials such as the District
Magistrate (DM). The Policy addresses issues related

to land-use conversion and
environment clearances amongst
others. But to my mind, what
brings strength to this policy is
the exit clause. A key concern of
the investors is the fate of their
investments once their project site
becomes grid connected. This has
been addressed by two easy exit
options. The energy could either
be received by the discovered
enterprise or the property and infrastructure could be
transferred to the discovered enterprise.
The U.P Electricity Regulatory Commission has
outlined the regulatory framework, which is based on
and aligned to the Mini Grid Policy. The Chief Minister
has ensured that an enabling environment for attracting
investments in the Mini Grids sector is created in the
State.
This policy may not be the best policy in the world,
but I believe that it is a defining step in the achievement
of the “Power for All” mission. Being a first attempt by any
State to roll out a Mini Grid Policy, it might still leave a lot
to be desired. With a committed Government, a dynamic
Chief Minister at the helm and a private sector raring
to go, I am sure this policy has high chances of being a
success.
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In Conversation With
Shri Tarun Kapoor
on MNRE’s Initiatives
for Mini Grids Sector
Shri Tarun Kapoor
Joint Secretary
Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy,
Government of India

The Government of India considers Mini Grids
as one of the keys to achieving its “Power for
All” target. The MNRE is taking a number of
initiatives, including drafting a National Policy
for Mini Grids, to strengthen the ecosystem.
Dr. Disha Banerjee from Smart Power India
spoke to the Joint Secretary, MNRE, on his
views on the developments in this sector. Here
are the excerpts.
Question: With Mini Grids being
considered as a major means to provide
energy access in rural India, some key
developments have taken place in the
sector. Could you please share your vision
and how you have led the change in the
perception of Mini Grids?
Mr. Tarun Kapoor: India is a vast
country, with extensive remote areas, a large
number of villages and a huge population.
Even though the Government plans to
connect every household with reliable, 24x7
power, that exercise will take some time.
While we work towards a situation where
every household is connected, we have
to look for solutions that are immediate,
more sustainable, reliable and based on
renewable energy sources.
If Mini & Micro Grids come up in
a free mode, which means anyone can
implement them, they will be a quick and
sustainable solution. That is why we are
supporting the setting up of these Grids in
a big way.
Question: Central financial assistance
has been available for Mini Grids for a
long time. However, not many ESCOs have
been able to leverage that support. Going
forward, we are hopeful that many other
private players can take advantage of
them. Your comments.
Mr. Tarun Kapoor: Government (MNRE)
gives a 30% subsidy across the board.

This subsidy can be accessed, not just
by the Mini and Micro Grids operators,
but also for home lighting systems and
certain other appliances. Even though the
benchmark cost for Mini and Micro Grids
is much higher than home systems, not
too many people have accessed it. This
subsidy is perhaps not enough to meet
the high cost of setting up Mini and Micro
Grids, which leaves the balance to be
financed by the operator. Some Mini Grid
players have accessed the subsidy under
the DDG scheme of the Power Ministry
which offers a higher subsidy with a
dedicated tender arrangement.
MNRE
has
announced
the
empanelment of Rural Energy Service
Providers (RESPs). Ten organizations have
already been empanelled as RESPs. If this
number increases to 20-25, we would have
very simple procedures for RESPs to access
the subsidy directly. We will also try to find
them loans to finance the remaining part,
making it a sustainable model. I believe
this kind of an arrangement will help to
further attract large number of players.
Question: The empanelment process
requires the RESP to have prior experience.
What are your thoughts on that?
Mr. Tarun Kapoor: Yes, prior
experience in this particular sector is
required for empanelment. Even if the
experience is not enough we are happy to
consider the RESP, provided there is some
prior experience. That is because we want
to limit equipment suppliers from getting
empanelled as RESPs. In our experience
the suppliers look for empanelment to sell
their products and have little interest in
maintaining the plants over long periods.
To avoid this situation we are insisting
on at least some prior experience in the
sector.
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Question: Taking on from the earlier question, what
are the chances of empanelment for a company that
is, for example, engaged in the solarisation of telecom
towers but has never worked in the community service
space. Under The Rockefeller Foundation’s Smart Power
initiative, we are trying to encourage a robust line of
potential ESCOs. Your thoughts regarding this?
Mr. Tarun Kapoor: If someone is keen to get
empanelled as a service provider, they are most welcome.
I suggest we identify a few organizations that are
keen and get them to obtain experience under the normal
program. It might take them a few months after which
they can get empanelled. We would not like to open up
the sector to inexperienced people, for reasons I have just
outlined.
Question: Sir, as you mentioned, for the Mini Grid sector
to become more robust a major challenge has been the
availability of finance. The Smart Power initiative of The
Rockefeller Foundation is the first to commit low cost
debt funding for a 1000 DRE based Mini Grid projects in
Rural India. Could you please share your thoughts on this
aspect of the initiative?
Mr. Tarun Kapoor: Smart Power is a very welcome
initiative, especially as it is backed by a very credible
organization. It brings with it a
lot of promise and potential. It
is a first of it’s kind initiative
promoting DRE Mini Grids
through provision of low cost
debt. This is really good for us
as well, since it is creating a
framework for other stakeholders
to learn from. Amongst all offgrid sectors, this sector had not
been very successful in attracting players. A major reason
behind this was the lack of additional financing options,
over and above the existing government subsidy.
The Rockefeller model has experienced many
successes on the ground. It has brought with it the
expertise, both in terms of creating a viable business
model in the Rural Mini Grid space as well as technical
innovations including monitoring. It is also focusing on
creating scale with a target of setting up 1000 Mini Grids
over the next three years. Going forward we are looking
at it as a model that can be perfected. The learnings from
this initiative will help us scale up the sector at large.
A key objective of the Smart Power initiative is to spur
economic development through energy access. The 94
projects on the ground so far have demonstrated that access
to clean energy, in energy deficit or un-electrified rural
areas, has a catalytic impact on economic development
far beyond lighting and supporting productive use.
We have now added this as a clause for ESCOs. Each
ESCO has to be equipped to service the economic need
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of the villages they are operating in. Productive load is a
very significant aspect of the new Mini Grid projects that
the government will support. It is important from the
perspective of strengthening the rural economic system
as well as helping the developer, i.e. the ESCO, to generate
adequate bulk for arriving at a viable business model while
servicing the energy needs of the village. At the same time
the Mini Grids will have to adhere to specific technical
standards and develop a robust infrastructure to service
the productive load sustainably. You have a number of
plants which have demonstrated good potential in terms
of viability and sustainability over a longer period of time.
Question: On behalf of all the stakeholders I
complement MNRE on the draft National Mini Grid Policy
that has been circulated for public comments. Could you
please share your vision for the Mini Grid sector over the
next five years?
Mr. Tarun Kapoor: To support a robust Mini Grid
sector we have announced a target of minimum 10,000
Mini Grids or 500MW to be added in the next five years
through DRE Mini Grids in Rural India. This is the first
time that such a target has been proposed at the national
level. It can make a substantial contribution for enabling
electricity for all. The Mini Grid sector is modular as well
as scalable. This unique feature
needs a conducive framework to
ensure scaling up by enabling
bankable Mini Grid business
models. The National Policy will
provide a framework for such
an enabling ecosystem. It will
also guide other potential states.
The main objective of the policy
will be to encourage long term
investments in the Mini Grid sector. We would like to
encourage the heightened activity trend that got built up
last year. We are very keen to see credible RESPs coming
up to effectively service the rural energy needs.
U.P. is the first state to announce an innovative
policy as well as a regulatory framework. The National
Electricity Policy announced in January this year
requires all the states to announce the regulatory
framework with provisions for grid interactivity as
well as exit options for building investor confidence.
Keeping this in mind the national policy will provide
a framework for synergizing the state policies and
ensuring a conducive environment for the sector to
grow. I believe that we are on the right path and I would
like to see a substantially larger number of Mini Grids
coming up which will justify our initiative.
Thank you sir, it has been a pleasure talking to you
and we look forward to reporting back to you on positive
developments under the Smart Power initiative which
will reflect stakeholder sentiments.

The Rockefeller model
brought with it the
expertise, both in
terms of creating a
viable business model
as well as technical
innovations.
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Powering up a Fuel
Station: Shiv Sena
Kisan Kendra
Shiv Sena Kisan Kendra, a gas station located just off
Laliya in Balrampur district of Uttar Pradesh is the only
gas station in the region. Prior to getting connected to
the Smart Power Mini Grid, Lalji Mishra, the enterprise
owner used a diesel generator for running the operations.
“You need a continuous supply of power to operate a
fuel pump. Any downtime results in a huge loss. I could
not risk my investment. I had no other option but to use
diesel” says Lalji.
The installation of the Smart Power Mini Grid in
June 2015 provided a solution to Lalji’s distress. He has
connected both his fuel pumps, four LED lamps and a
fan to the Mini Grid. “I save INR 5,000 each month after
I availed the Mini Grid connection. I am planning to
recruit another employee. This will help me scale up my
business. Getting connected to the Smart Power Mini Grid
turned out to be a cost effective decision” says Lalji.
Shrawannath Mishra, an employee of Shiv Sena
Kisan Kendra for the last five years, says “The continuous
thumping of the DG and the fumes it released made it very
uncomfortable to work. Who likes to be surrounded by
such noise all day? For me the best part of the connection
to the Mini Grid is the silence with which electricity is
supplied. It is such a relief”.

The tale of
Shyam Babu
and his
welding shop
Shyam Babu’s story reflects the Smart Power initiative’s
potential in supporting economic growth of an individual.
Shyam, a 30 year old, owns a welding shop. He was
operating with a connection from a diesel generator
supplier. With that connection Shyam could use only one
equipment at a time – either the welding machine or the
cutting machine.
“I could not take up much work because of this
constraint even if I wanted to. Many farmers in our village
need to get sugarcane cut into smaller bits before selling
it in the market. The cutting machine is used for this
purpose. Since I was always trying to deliver the welding
work, I could not exploit this oopportunity.” remembers
Shyam. “Additionally the diesel would cost me INR 15,000
a month. I was finding it difficult to pay that amount.”
Shyam took a connection from the Mini Grid while
retaining the diesel generator connection. “Now, I
operate both machines simultaneously. The welding
machine runs on diesel while the cutter is operated
using the Mini Grid connection” Shyam says happily.
This shift has considerably impacted Shyam’s finances.
With the diesel requirement reducing by almost half,
Shyam saves more. He spends only INR 1,000 on the
Smart Power connection thus saving close to INR 6,500.
Shyam is looking forward to the sugarcane season this
year when he can earn more.
“Since we took the Mini Grid connection we have
become more competitive and our capacity to fulfill
the orders received has increased. Our customers have
increased with people from the neighboring villages also
approaching us.” says Shyam Babu.
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Making Solar
Mini Grids
A Reality:
Shashi Buluswar,
PhD
CEO, Institute for
Transformative
Technologies

How India can
Achieve Universal
Electrification

T

he page for renewable energy has
turned. Led by solar, renewables
are now widely accepted as the
most desirable path to universal
electrification in India and around the
world. However, there are still a number
of misconceptions about the solar space
among both the general public and key
decision-makers. The wrong decisions
can undermine solar’s momentum. Let us
look at some of those misconceptions, and
what needs to happen to make solar power
available to all of India.

Solar is here, right?
Solar has well and truly made it to India;
and more is on its way. The Central
Government continues to make progress
towards its dual commitment of installing
175 gigawatts of clean energy by 2022, and of
achieving universal electrification; foreign
governments are pitching in to help India
achieve its climate change commitments;
state governments are beginning to
institute thoughtful policies to attract their
share of investments; and building on
this momentum, entrepreneurs and large
companies alike are beginning to take this
opportunity seriously.
If you believe all the press, it is
seemingly only a matter of time before
solar panels are everywhere in the country.
The truth, unfortunately, is somewhat
more complicated. While the cost of
photovoltaic panels has been rapidly
declining, there are a number of major
hurdles which fundamentally threaten
to keep solar—and hence, electricity—

inaccessible for the typical low-income
rural community in India.

There’s solar,
and there’s solar
The vast majority of solar installations
in India—as in the rest of the world—
are connected to the grid, supplementing
conventional power sources such as coal.
These installations can range from 100
kilowatts, up to a few megawatts. The
proliferation of such grid-tied systems is a
good thing for combating climate change,
for reducing pollution caused by dirty fuel,
and for meeting the country’s ever-growing
demand for electricity as more and more
people move to its crowded cities. However,
some 237 million Indian citizens in rural
areas are currently not connected to the
grid, and an equal number likely have only
token grid access (with poles and cables
installed in some parts of their village, but
no electricity being supplied). Therefore,
all this grid-connected solar—which
represents the bulk of the investment and
attention—probably will not make much of
a difference to India’s rural poor.
Most of the rest of the attention in the
solar space is on small home systems,
which are only enough to power LED
lights and charge mobile phones. This,
too, is good for providing basic amenities
to low-income communities, but falls well
short of the level of electricity required
to power appliances, schools, clinics, or
enterprises, all of which are necessary
for low-income rural communities to live
quality, productive lives.
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The solution for electrifying most of rural India lies in the
Mini Grids with 15-100 kilowatts of peak power, enabled
by storage. They can be installed as relatively small,
islanded systems to provide electricity to communities
of about 1,000 people. As the main grid expands, these
Mini Grids can gradually be absorbed into the larger grid
and become an intrinsic part of India’s power generation
infrastructure. On a purely economic basis, the great
thing about solar Mini Grids is that it is possible to build
small systems which can ramp up gradually as the users
increase consumption. (By contrast, the intrinsic design
of coal- or gas-powered plants make it economically
unfeasible to build small-scale facilities—so much so
that the smallest thermal power plants in India have a
capacity of 2,000 megawatts.) As a result, the capital cash
outlay for solar Mini Grids is much more manageable
for governments, utilities, or donors, than conventional
sources.

If they’re so great, why aren’t there more
solar Mini Grids all over India?
For all their advantages, solar Mini Grids face a number
of challenges which have conspired to keep them from
becoming a large-scale reality in India (or, for that matter,
anywhere else in the world).
• To begin with, even though the cash outlay for solar
Mini Grids are much smaller than conventional
power sources like thermal, the latter have significant
economies of scale and greater longevity; as a result, the
levelled cost of electricity (over their lifetime) is much
more favorable than solar.
• Second, solar Mini Grids (unlike grid-connected
installations) require additional components. These
range from civil structures, poles and cables (which
tend to already be available in grid-tied installations),
additional power control electronics, and critically,
batteries; all of this significantly increases the CapEx
of Mini Grids. This CapEx is
distributed across many different
components, making it difficult
to get major aggregate cost
reductions. (For example, even if
the cost of batteries were cut in
half, it would only make a marginal
impact on overall system cost.)
• Third, lead-acid batteries—the
default energy storage mechanism
for Mini Grids in Indian and other
developing countries—have major technical challenges
that limit their performance and durability. These
problems occur due to high ambient temperatures,
discharging below 50% capacity, and operating for an
extended period in a partial state of charge. Lithium
ion, the choice in industrialized countries, is projected
to remain expensive in the foreseeable future. While

some other promising chemistries are emerging, none
is available on the market at a reasonable cost.
• Finally, low-income rural households and enterprises
cannot afford basic household appliances such as
refrigerators. This severely restricts demand for
electricity, exacerbating an already difficult economic
equation for utilities hoping to generate revenues from
Mini Grids. What makes things more challenging is
that Even if prices of appliances drop significantly,
the challenge will remain. High consumption of
power makes utility bills unaffordable for low-income
households. In fact, for a family earning Rs. 250-500
per day, the monthly bill—at current unsubsidized rates
offered by Mini Grid operators—can be three times
what they can afford.
All these challenges have historically made
the economics of solar Mini Grids too expensive for
traditional government-run utilities, and particularly for
utilities via public-private partnerships (the likes of which
currently serve a number of India’s largest cities). The
lack of a ready pool of utilities to buy equipment has, in
turn, limited investment in breakthrough technologies to
reduce the cost of various Mini Grid components.

What happens if these challenges are not
overcome?
India’s rapid emergence as a global economic powerhouse
has been one of the most significant geopolitical stories
in recent times. That, combined with its ever-growing
population has made India one of the world’s leading
emitters of greenhouse gases. With India also being home
to the world’s largest population without electricity, no
other country in the world today faces such a monumental
concurrency of the dual challenge of enhancing electricity
access and reducing environmental footprint. The sheer
magnitude of the numbers underscores the challenge
the Indian government faces with respect to both the
level of investment required, and
complexity of implementing major
nationwide initiatives. As India
undertakes this dual challenge, a
number of scenarios are possible.
In the best-case scenario, a
single set of synergistic solutions
will address both problems
simultaneously. Renewables like
solar will form the bulwark India’s
new electricity infrastructure,
dramatically increasing electricity access in rural areas
and supplementing (or even gradually replacing) thermal
power in urban areas, and thereby helping India truly
combat climate change.
There is a possible worst case, though, if the problems
described above are not overcome: solar will be limited
to the relatively profitable urban grid-connected market;

The solution for
electrifying most of
rural India lies in the
Mini Grids with 15-100
kilowatts of peak
power, enabled
by storage.
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any new supplies of electricity will barely keep up with
the ever-growing demand; and India will have to rely
heavily on non-clean sources to electrify rural areas.
Worse yet, rural electrification—limited to LED lights
and charging of mobile phone—may be achieved only
for namesake; and because the remaining un-electrified
communities will be increasingly remote and hard to
reach, the pace of rural electrification will slow down.
This, in turn, will exacerbate the gap between India’s less
developed regions, and the ones that are better integrated
into the modern national and global economies.

Is that light we see at the end
of the tunnel?
The good news is that the best-case scenario is more
likely than any of the troublesome scenarios. Things need
to evolve at three levels: technology, the business value
chain, and specific policy changes. We at ITT are working
with Smart Power India, Tata Power-DDL and a number
of other partners towards addressing a number of these
issues.
1. Technology innovations
• Improved batteries. We have built a battery testing
facility (hosted by Tata Power - DDL) to test three
alternatives to existing lead-acid chemistry: “advanced”
lead-acid (made by Ecoult), which makes proprietary
enhancements to existing lead-acid chemistry; a
new sodium-ion chemistry developed specifically for
Mini Grids (by Aquion Energy); and a hybrid system
comprised of an electronic charge control mechanism
to combine lithium-ion and conventional lead-acid
batteries. Over the next six months, we will subject
these batteries to a barrage of tests to determine which
are most likely to perform well in Indian conditions. We
will also closely examine the manufacturability of these
batteries in India, to determine the cost-benefit tradeoffs of the improved performance.
• An integrated “utility-in-a-box”. We are developing a
blueprint for better integrating the suite of Mini Grid
components improved with standardization, metering,
automated billing and collection, and inverter and
charge control electronics. Through these optimizations,
we are targeting a 10-20% cost reduction in the CapEx of
the overall system.
• Affordable, energy-efficient appliances. We are working
closely with appliance manufactures to explore
innovations which can reduce the cost and energy
consumption of refrigerators, and irrigation pumps.
Brushless DC motors—currently too expensive for the
low-income market—can be a potential solution.
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2. A pivotal investment from a large-scale incumbent in
the value chain. For each of these innovations, the best
technology may not automatically win in the marketplace.
Key considerations include market demand, capital
investments required for manufacturing, strength of the
supply chain and availability of the necessary materials
and workforce. Hence, in addition to evaluating and
developing the above technologies, it will be critical to
conduct a thorough operational analysis to determine
the feasibility of large-scale manufacturing in India. An
established private sector player will need to make a pivotal
investment, to catalyze investments from others along the
value chain. We are actively exploring partnerships and
joint ventures with established companies to enable such
an investment.
3. A number of targeted policy changes are required, to
clarify the regulatory environment for rural Mini Grids
and facilitate private sector investments.
• Public-private partnerships (PPPs) between the
government and private utility companies, much like
those used to provide electricity to India’s largest cities.
This model has proven itself in urban centers, and can
work in rural areas as well.
• Allowing access to existing public infrastructure in
areas where there is a government grid but unreliable or
inadequate supply of electricity. This can significantly
reduce the capital cost of setting up Mini Grids. This also
lays the foundation for thousands of such distributed
solar power stations to—over time—be integrated into
the national grid.
• Incentives for community electrification, modelled
after the Swachh Bharat initiative (which promotes
construction and use of toilets), to encourage
household and community-level electrification. For
instance, subsidies for households to have their homes
connected, with additional community-level incentives
for payment of bills, etc.
Over the next 12-18 months, we hope to work with other
like-minded organizations to introduce solutions along
the above lines. We look forward to sharing updates with
you, and to your input as we plug away!
For
more
information
please
download
the detailed report from the following link
http://transformativetechnologies.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/04/achievinguniseralelectrificationinindiasmall.pdf

SMART POWER:
In the news
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RISE

OF THE
MINI
GRIDS
Solar projects
are lighting
up households
beyond reach
of main
electricity grids
Reprinted with permission from The Economic Times
21 January, 2016. Written by Naren Karunakaran

F

or Mithilesh Kumar of Pachlakh village in the
agrarian heartland of Bihar, it was a question of
pratishtha or prestige. In a rural milieu it matters.
Kumar lobbied hard to ensure the first
telecom tower in the village was erected on his land and
the contract for the tower’s upkeep and operations was
awarded to him. That was in 2007. Today, he operates
a second mobile tower in neighbouring Bheldi, also
in Saran district. Money really wasn’t the real issue as
he hails from an affluent family; to be associated with
something new is what propelled him.
When Tara Urja, an energy service company (ESCO),
set up a 30 kW solar plant in Bheldi last year and
proposed that he adopt solar to power his tower instead
of firing a 20 kVA diesel generator, he quickly negotiated
a deal. Again, he embraced the idea of aligning with an
innovation which also fetched significant savings.
Tower companies, quaintly, continue to supply him
the usual 29 litres of diesel a day for each of his towers.
He merrily flogs it in the market. Between the two towers,

he earns Rs 90,000 a month including rental for land and
upkeep fees.
“Switching to solar has also gives me a lot of free time;
else I was constantly tied down to the tower,” says Kumar.
“I am scouting for new businesses to keep me engaged.”
In power-starved rural Bihar and even U.P., telecom
tower companies and ESCOs are fast turning into key
players in a new genre renewable energy ecosystem that
is emerging. India has 77 million households — about 360
million people — without access to grid-electricity and
another 20 million underserved households — 95 million
people — that receive less than four hours of power in a
day.
While governmental efforts are on to improve grid
connectivity, experts believe the number of underserved
households are expected to decline by only 5% over the
next 10 years. The gap remains. It’s not that nothing has
been done to brighten the lives of people living in the
dark. There has been a degree of governmental, NGO and
private sector involvement in off-grid energy solutions
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—mostly the provision of solar lanterns, solar home
systems (SHS) and delivering power through distributed
renewable energy (DRE) projects. Selco, one of the
pioneers in SHS, has installed over 125,000 systems,
mostly in Karnataka.
This first flush of off-grid solutions, however, is limited
to household lighting with consumers paying around
Rs 100 a month for a single bulb with mobile charging
facilities; more if additional bulbs are included. These are
the typical Business-to-Consumer (B2C) models. While
this model has been proliferating, votaries of DRE are
keen on taking off-grid solutions to the next level.
Both ESCOs and consumers are apparently on the
threshold of scaling up and climbing the energy ladder.
Why Just Households? Providing a couple of bulbs
at home is fine, and needed. As aspirations soar, the
need to examine the entire bouquet of power needs
of a household - higher wattage applications like TV,
fans, irrigation pumps - is being felt. Why ignore the
commercial needs in a village - shops, hotels with chillers
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and freezers, flour mills, ATMs, a petrol station if near a
highway? DREs projects, or mini-grids with capacities to
do all this is seen as a solution whose time has come.
These mini-grids, primarily solar, mimic the main
grid; power generated at a location in the village and
wires strung across poles to individual homes and
establishments. All energy needs of a community, not
just lighting, are to be met. A Business-to-Business (B2B)
component would be an ideal addition to prevalent B2Cs.
Mini-grid solutions with capacities exceeding 25 kW
to cater to basic commercial applications not only bring
in different tiers of consumers but also lend a degree of
robustness and resilience to the model.
Again, it’s not as if mini-grids are a novelty in India.
Sagar Island in the Sunderbans, for instance, has had
a solar mini-grid since 1996. Mini grids cover over
1400 habitations in Chhattisgarh. These are largely
governmental initiatives.
Now, a strong business case for off-grid energy is
being promoted. The idea is to attract robust private
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sector involvement in the mini-grids space and run
them on commercial terms as viable, scalable, bankable
entities. Husk Power and Mera Gao Power are prime
examples in this space.
A recent study by The Climate Group, an international
non-profit focused on clean technologies and the Goldman
Sachs Center for Environmental Markets forecast rapid
growth in the installation of mini grid capacity. (see Green
Light)
“What India needs is a decentralised approach to
energy access; let thousands of mini-grids emerge,”
says Krishnan Pallassana, Executive Director- India, The
Climate Group. It’s beginning to happen. “We want to
impact the village GDP through energy access,” says
Jaideep Mukherji, CEO, SmartPower India, a nonprofit
company incorporated by the US-based Rockefeller
Foundation and tasked with fostering a mini-grids
ecosystem in India.
SmartPower, with an allocation of $75 million, is
crafting coalitions of ESCOs, telecom tower operators and
investors with the target of establishing 1000 plants in the
next three years, impacting over a million lives. Over 70
grids are already up and running in U.P. and Bihar.
A large consumer — a telecom tower or a rural bank
— functions as an anchor in this model which is often
described as the ABC (Anchor-Business-Community)
model in developmental parlance.
ABCs accord a degree of financial and operational
stability to mini-grids as around 30% of power can be
signed out to one anchor load. Along with households
there is a clear focus on commercial users of power.
Reliable, uninterrupted power is therefore critical. “A
household consumer can be forgiving, not the commercial
user,” says Mukherji. Tara Urja, an ESCO, one of the five
under the SmartPower fold, for instance, has incorporated
a slew of measures to ensure grid reliability.
Each of Tara’s electric poles in Bheldi village — 41 of
them, carrying transmission wires over 1.5 km — have
programmable load limiting devices affixed to them. “It
prevents over-drawing of power by consumers than what is
assigned to them, and can be remotely switched on or off,”
explains Binoy Kumar Sinha, Tara’s principal co-ordinator
for Bihar. Indiscriminate drawing of power can destabilise
a grid.
Most of the eleven solar plants run by Tara in Bihar
are of 30 kW capacities. The cost of erecting a plant is
around Rs 35-40 lakh. Of these, Bheldi has an anchor in
Mithilesh Kumar’s tower, so does Fakir-Toli with the local
SBI branch tapping into solar power.
The rest are still struggling to integrate ideal anchor
loads. Though there are government guidelines to solarise
rural telecom towers and many tower companies profess
green intentions, on the ground there is considerable
reluctance to switch.

Bheldi village, with 150 shops and 35 households is an
interesting study on the relevance of solar mini-grids.
The village is connected to the main electric grid and the
only period it received 18 hours of supply was during the
recent state elections in Bihar. It’s now back to the usual,
erratic, four hours supply.
Bheldi is therefore served by triumvirate - the main
grid. Tara’s solar mini-grid and a couple of entrepreneurs
running diesel generators - and yet the mini-grid
competes, and well.
The diesel operators charge Rs 7-15 a day (for three
hours of supply.) Tara has pegged its tariff at Rs 120 a
month for one 5W LED bulb and mobile charging (6 hours
a day-primarily for households). “Tariff for commercial
users for 10 hours of supply — from 10 am to 8 pm — is
devised on a one-on-one basis depending on usage,” says
Sinha. A grocery with a freezer, for instance, will pay
around Rs 1,500 a month.
Seventy shops in Bheldi have subscribed for solar
power. Only one household has signed up; a bit of an
embarrassment. The challenges are many. Kasina village
is not connected to the existing grid; yet, the initial
response to the minigrid was quite frustrating. In the first
six months, only 15 consumers had enrolled. Today, 130 of
the 300 households are in.
The Kasina plant, bereft of an anchor or a surfeit
of shops as in Bheldi, runs at a mere 30% capacity.
In Madhopur, response was so poor that Tara had to
dismantle 15 Kw of solar capacity and move it elsewhere.
Interestingly, the diesel operators in Bheldi are feeling
the heat of competition. One operator is now sourcing
power from the mini-grid and passing it on to his flock of
100 customers. “The other one also has sent us feelers,”
says Sinha. Bheldi may soon become a diesel-free village.
It is not just the provision of power that SmartPower
is keen on; it has a more expansive role to play given its
philanthropic moorings.

Powerful Objectives
SmartPower would like to spur and support a host of
energy-driven economic activities from scratch. This
would mean ferreting out potential microentrepreneurs
from villages and putting them through training regimens
and also enabling access to capital. For starters, one such
session was held in Gopalganj. It’s still early days.
Identifying livelihood generation opportunities and skills
building, evidently, has not been easy. SmartPower is also
formulating a strategy that goes beyond individual-centric
approaches; catalysing women’s tailoring enterprises,
for instance, and linking them up with national or
international value chains is a distinct possibility. “Wide
impact approaches are inevitable,” says Mukherji.
Meanwhile, entrepreneurial farmers like Satdev
Tiwari of Hardia village are a solace. Tiwari has turned
his water pumping needs into a business with a little
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help from Tara. He sources power from the mini-grid at
Rs 45 an hour to run a new 3 HP irrigation pump to draw
water from his tube well. Water is pumped to several
farms spread over 20 acres. Tiwari charges farmers
Rs 70 an hour for pumping water; Rs 100 if his labour is
also solicited.
The vegetable farmer didn’t have Rs 15,000 to invest in
a pump and accessories at one go. Tara crafted a scheme
for Tiwari; he paid Rs 6,000 (Rs 4,000 as security, Rs
1,000 connection charges, and Rs 1,000 as power-usage
advance.) Tiwari has been promised that the ownership
of the pump will be transferred to him after running it for
400 hours. India has 7 million pumps that run on diesel.
The arrangement not only bolsters Tiwari’s earnings
but also helps Sinha utilise his 30 kW plant capacity. A
single irrigation pump takes 2.2 kW. Many others are
queueing up for the scheme. Innovations on the ground
are beginning to shape up but there are bigger issues to be
tackled before mini-grids can really proliferate as sound
businesses.
The big questions are: what happens to renewable
energy mini-grids when the main grid is ubiquitous? If
the mini-grids are grid-ready or grid-interactive and are
eventually integrated what would be the buy-back tariffs?
There is a policy void today; a clear policy and
regulatory framework are key for the long-term
viability of the mini-grids business model. Only Uttar
Pradesh is presently drafting a mini-grids policy. The
issues are many: conversion of land use; right of way
issues related to stringing of electric wires across
streets, fields; access to debt and working capital for
entrepreneurs; the need to create conditions to attract
investors to the nascent sector.

The RBI, earlier last year, accorded priority sector lending
status to renewable energy but banks remain hesitant
about embracing mini-grid entrepreneurs. SmartPower
India is attempting to bridge the gap by extending ESCOs
soft long-term debt at interest rates of 8-10%. “Our debt
offering can be further leveraged by entrepreneurs to
attract more financing,” says Mukherji.
The Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE)
has also not accorded mini-grids the rightful place it
deserves. “This is perhaps because the prowess of minigrids has not been demonstrated fully yet,” says Krishnan.
The effort has just about begun (see SmartPower’s Reach).
Tarun Kapoor, joint secretary in the MNRE who also
holds the mini-grids portfolio, concedes the government
has been partial to solar home systems (SHS) as it is
believed to be the ideal route to bring left-out areas and
scattered hamlets onto the energy map.
Mini-grids too have a role to play in the energy
matrix. “We have already written to all state governments
prescribing mini-grid guidelines,” reveals Kapoor. It
addresses some concerns.
When the main grid reaches areas where mini- grids
are in operation, states have been advised to look at one
of the three options: allow the minigrid to function as a
licensee or franchisee of the power distribution company
(discom); discom buys off the developer of the mini-grid;
allow the mini-grid to operate in parallel, especially in
situations where power availability from the main grid is
unreliable.
Kapoor also maintained that the stage is not right
to regulate the functioning of mini-grids and that he
wouldn’t want to meddle with tariff fixing too. “That is
best left to market forces.”

Virtuous Cycle
Mini Grids
provide quality
electricity to energy
enabled MEs

Higher utilisation
of the Mini Grid
Higher revenues, better
economics for the ESCO
*MEs: Micro Enterprises
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MEs Increase their Income due
to increased electricity access
MEs Re-invest in growth
new machinery
New MEs emerge with
energy needs

Increased demand
for Mini Grid
electricity from MEs
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Mini grids: media hig

Mini Grids are being considered as complementary to the grid power to achieve the Power for All Mission

Policy and Environment

National Power Tariff Policy
to Help Deficit States

New policies to boost generation of
power from biomass, biofuel: Piyush Goyal

Sanjay Jog | Mumbai January 25, 2016, www.business-standard.
com
The new National Tariff Policy allows sale of PPA (power
purchase agreement) tied, non-required power in the
spot market, with two days’ notice. Many state gencos are
expected to utilize this provision to sell un-requisitioned
power in the days ahead and in turn optimally utilize the
generating assets of the state. Surpluses of various states
would be traded to meet contingent requirement of deficit
states under ‘one nation-one grid’ system.

The Economic Times January 4, 2016
The government will unveil a raft of new policies to boost
hydropower and electricity from biomass, biofuels and
cogeneration as well as significant increase in the use of
electric cars, Power, Coal and Renewable Energy Minister
Piyush Goyal said.
articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2016-04-01/
news/71977607_1_piyush-goyal-hydropower-generationdemand

www.business-standard.com/article/companies/national-powertariff-policy-to-help-deficit-states-116012500374_1.html
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ighlights
Customers unable to take advantage of
the subsidies on solar products: Study
Kaavya Chandrasekaran, ET Bureau Mar 8, 2016, 04.25PM IST
Though solar products such as solar home lighting
systems,solar lanterns and solar heaters are all subsidized
- between 30 and 40 per cent - most customers are unable
to take advantage of the subsidy, a recent study of the
solar market has found. The subsidy is provided by the
IREDA through the NABARD, which in turn distributes it
through public sector banks. Due to procedural hassles
many banks have opted out of this scheme. This research
has also revealed that customers connected to grid power
often did not pay their bills due to erratic supply. This
led to disconnection. Same people were willing to pay Rs
400-500 a month for regular electricity provided by the
Micro Grid companies.
articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2016-03-08/
news/71309576_1_solar-products-subsidy-regime-solar-lanterns

Government’s thrust area will be
renewable energy over next seven years:
Goyal
Business Standard. March 15, 2016

Make in India and renewable energy
Kanika Chawla, February 18, 2016| E-Paper Livemint
India’s mammoth renewable energy target of installing 175
gigawatts (GW) capacity by 2022 was officially announced
in the 2015 budget speech. As the country prepares to
scale up its renewable energy capacity, it is important to
recognize the need for a skilled workforce. An analysis
carried out by the Council on Energy, Environment and
Water (CEEW) and the Natural Resources Defense Council
(NRDC) estimates that more than 1 million full-time
equivalent jobs would be created by the solar deployment
industry alone by 2022.
www.livemint.com/Opinion/0YGX9c5vv0WyRiI3QhLCuL/Makein-India-and-renewable-energy.html

Power and Renewable Energy Minister Piyush Goyal
has said that for the next six-and-a-half years, the NDA
Government’s thrust will be in the areas of hydroelectricity
and bio-fuels. “Twenty-five additional solar parks will
be added in India,” he said at a seminar on renewable
energy here during the ongoing Make in India Week
event. Declaring renewable energy to be the future of
India, Goyal said India has set itself an ambitious target of
generating 175 gigawatt of power by 2022 from renewable
sources, includes 100 GW from solar, 60 GW from wind,
10 GW from biomass and 5 GW from small hydroelectric
projects.
www.business-standard.com/article/news-ani/government-sthrust-area-will-be-renewable-energy-over-next-seven-yearsgoyal-116031501034_1.html

UP is First to Implement Mini Grid
Policy : CM
Tuesday, March 29, 2016 | Pioneer News Service | Lucknow | in
Lucknow
UP is the first state to formulate and implement the
Mini Grid policy for promoting power generation
through solar and other non conventional sources.
Implementation of the sector wise investor friendly
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policy by the State Government has
immensely improved the perception
of investors and entrepreneurs about
Uttar Pradesh. The Mini Grid policy is
being implemented to ensure power
supply to unelectrified remote villages
and hamlets which will immensely
improve the living standards of the
rural folk.
www.dailypioneer.com/state-editions/
lucknow/up-is-first-to-implement-minigrid-policy-cm.html

Niti Aayog to woo green
energy investors, devise
strategy of hiking output
fourfold by 2022
The Economic Times. May 20, 2016
The government has tasked its
premier think tank Niti Aayog with
promoting India as a renewable
energy investment destination and
developing a strategy to help achieve
its target of increasing output
nearly fourfold to 175 GW by 2022
from 45 GW at present. This could
potentially create a rift between the
Aayog, which replaced the erstwhile
Planning Commission last year, and
the ministry of new and renewable
energy, people familiar with the
matter said.
economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/
energy/power/niti-aayog-to-woo-greenenergy-investors-devise-strategyo f- h i k i n g- o u t p u t - fo u r f o l d - by- 2 0 2 2 /
articleshow/52352587.cms

Green Ministry Aims to Build
10,000 Micro Grids Run by
Renewables
M RAMESH, The Hindu Business Line JUNE
2, 2016, CHENNAI
The Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy aims to foster development of
10,000 Mini or Micro Grids powered
by renewable energy sources within
five years, to reach electricity
to the 237 million Indians who
have no access to electricity today.
The Ministry has put out its draft
National Policy on Mini/Micro Grids
for public comments. The Ministry
is empanelling energy services

companies as ‘Rural Energy Service
Providers’ (RESPs), who will install,
own and operate the systems. “The
RESPs will earn certain privileges for
implementation under the Ministry’s
program’s the draft says.
w w w.t h e h i n d u b u s i n e s s l i n e . c o m /
news/green-ministry-aims-to-build10000-micro-grids-run-by-renewables/
article8682379.ece

New renewable energy
policy likely to be ready
by month-end

achieve the objective is likely to be
ready by the end of the month. On
Monday, Bihar Renewable Energy
Development
Agency
(BREDA)
organised a consultation workshop
of all stakeholders to discuss the draft
RE policy, which has already been
prepared by the power company.
timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/
patna/New-renewable-energy-policylikely-to-be-ready-by-month-end/
articleshow/53051251.cms

Plan Spending for
Renewable Energy Ministry
Sees a Big Jump to Rs 5,000
Bihar is eyeing an ambitious capacity Crore
The Times of India. Jul 4, 2016

target of 3,500 MW renewable
energy (RE) by 2021-22 and a new
comprehensive policy for promotion
of unconventional energy sources to

The New Indian Express 02 August 2016
The Union Budget has proposed
a massive increase in the Plan
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real-time dashboard, was launched
recently. The dashboard presents
the total number of un-electrified
villages, and details the status of the
un-electrified villages and the work
in progress - whether they’ve been
surveyed, or if work has yet to start.
gadgets.ndtv.com/apps/news/track-indiasrural-electrification-efforts-in-real-timeusing-this-app-766060

Cabinet approves
amendments in Power Tariff
Policy to ensure 24X7
affordable Power for all

expenditure of the Ministry of New
and Renewable Energy to Rs 5,000
crore for the next fiscal. The revised
estimate of the Plan expenditure for
the current fiscal is 246.53 crore, as
against the budgetary estimate of Rs
287.67 crore announced last year.
The government has also proposed
to increase Plan expenditure for the
Power Ministry by over 50 per cent
to Rs 12,200 crore for the next fiscal
as compared to revised estimates
of 8,084.37 crore in this financial
year. Last year, the government had
provided Plan expenditure of Rs
6,799.74 crore for the Power Ministry
for this fiscal. In his budget speech
today, Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
today said that Rs 8,500 crore has been
provided for Deendayal Upadhayaya
Gram Jyoti Yojna and Integrated

Power Development Schemes.
www.newindianexpress.com/
budget-2016/Plan-Spending-forRenewable-Energy-Ministry-Sees-a-BigJump-to-Rs-5000-Crore/2016/02/29/
article3303412.ece

Rural
Electrification
Track India’s Rural
Electrification Efforts in
Real-Time Using This App
Gadgets 360 Staff, November 17, 2015,
Gadgets 360, an ndtv Venture
The Grameen
app, which
the progress
electrification

Vidyutikaran Android
lets anyone track
in the field of rural
in India through a

The Business Standard, January 20, 2016
The Centre today unveiled a new
power tariff policy which allows
100 per cent expansion by existing
power plants, passing on levies to
consumers and purchase of 100 per
cent electricity produced from waste.
“The Union Cabinet has approved the
proposal of the Ministry of Power for
amendments in the Tariff Policy,” an
official statement said. “A holistic view
of the power sector has been taken and
comprehensive amendments have
been made in the Tariff policy 2006.
Our aim is to achieve the objectives
of Ujwal DISCOM Assurance Yojana
(UDAY) with the focus on 4 Es:
Electricity for all, Efficiency to ensure
affordable tariffs, Environment for
a sustainable future, Ease of doing
business to attract investments and
ensure financial viability,” Power
Minister Piyush Goyal said after the
Cabinet meeting.
www.business-standard.com/article/
pti-stories/centre-clears-tariffpolicy-to-boost-investment-cleanenergy-116012000948_1.html

Renewable Energy Scheme
gets Bihar Cabinet’s
Approval
The Economic Times Sheezan Nezami |
TNN | Jun 30, 2016, 07.08 AM IST
The Bihar state cabinet, on June 28,
2016, approved the proposal of energy
department under Chief Minister’s
New and Renewable Energy Scheme
for installation of 3,000 solar pumps
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every village in the country a year before the 2018 deadline
set by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Union Power
Minister Piyush Goyal has said. He also asserted that no
power plant in the country would have to temporarily
shut down for dearth of coal. Any amount of power to any
state can be supplied on demand. So far 38 per cent of the
work has been done as 6,114 villages have been electrified.
www.siliconindia.com/news/general/Will-Electrifyall-Villages-Ahead-of-2018-Deadline-Piyush-Goyal-nid193127-cid-1.html

Featured Stories

Can Smart Grids Solve India’s Energy
Woes? India Smart Grid Week to Offer
Answers
AltEnergy Magazine 10 March, 2016
and one kilowatt off-grid power plants on residential
and commercial buildings. Principal secretary (cabinet
secretariat) Brajesh Mehrotra said the cabinet had
approved a grant of Rs 114.53 crore to Bihar Renewable
Energy Development Authority (BREDA) for carrying out
the work. Altogether 18 proposals on the agenda were
approved by the cabinet meeting chaired by CM Nitish
Kumar.
energy.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/renewable/
renewable-energy-scheme-gets-bihar-cabinetsapproval/52982225

Providing Transparency in Rural
Electrification
The Hindu March 29, 2016 00:14 IST
Dinesh Arora, Executive Director, Rural Electrification Corporation
Transparency in rural electrification brought to fore a
number of issues which were traditionally swept under
the rug. Prior to GVAs, only data provided by States
was available, which in many cases does not represent
ground reality. GVAs provide a verification mechanism
in a bold, transparent, and reliable manner. The recently
launched GARV app puts pressure on State governments
for timely and quality delivery. The importance of this app
is highlighted by what Mr Piyush Goyal, Power Minister
said on the Power Focus Summit “I am going to turn
everything into an app and I am going to allow people to
monitor daily what work we are doing, what work States
are doing”.
www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/providing-transparency-inrural-electrification/article8406195.ece

Will Electrify all Villages Ahead of 2018
Deadline: Piyush Goyal
Monday, 07 March 2016, 09:06 IST
Work is on to meet the government’s target of electrifying

The viability and cost effectiveness of smart electricity
grids in India, progress on future ready smart meters, and
steps towards electricity grid modernization to improve
power supply, cut transmission leakages and power thefts
will be among subjects that will come up for discussion
at the India Smart Grid Week that opens next week in
the national capital. Meeting the constantly increasing
energy needs of the country and supplying 24x7 reliable
powers to all citizens is a major challenge in India. With
rapid growth and increasingly rising energy needs of
the domestic and commercial sectors, India is working
on several futuristic fronts to find credible solutions to
meet its energy needs. Smart Grids are one of the several
aspects of the solution.
www.altenergymag.com/news/2016/03/10/can-smart-gridssolve-india%E2%80%99s-energy-woes-india-smart-grid-weekto-offer-answers/23084/

PM Narendra Modi Pushes for Complete
Rural Electrification by Budget 2017
Business Today, May 13, 2016
Prime Minister Narendra Modi has promised to provide
electricity to every village before the end of 2018 and
is trying to woo the huge rural population before a key
election in Uttar Pradesh next year. While many promises
remain unrealized, power reforms and the creation of
tens of millions of new bank accounts have helped Modi
maintain his popularity. In the power sector change is
reaching distressed rural communities in Uttar Pradesh
who will go a long way to deciding the outcome of the
2017 ballot.
To read more about the Ups and Downs, the work
done in Uttar Pradesh and the Impact on the people
please visit the link
www.businesstoday.in/sectors/infra/pm-narendra-modicomplete-rural-electrification-budget-2017/story/232488.html
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ESCO Voice

Catalysing Rural
Development Through
Electrification
Shrashtant Patara, Kanika Verma and Sunanda Jain, TARA urja

E

nergy Service Companies
(ESCOs) are key enablers for
the Smart Power initiative
to achieve the 1000 village
milestone. It is designed to remove
bottlenecks that have traditionally
limited ESCOs from scaling up Mini
Grids. One way of achieving this
is through load development and
community engagement.

CELAMeD
Community
Engagement,
Load
Acquisition,
Micro-enterprise
Development) is part of the larger
Smart Power initiative design.
It involves working closely with

communities and partners to ensure
strong local buy-in, economic
development, and a sustained demand
for electricity from Mini Grids. The
aim is to mobilize communities
around the plant, helping ESCOs such
as TARAurja to tap latent demand and
set up new enterprises that would use
electricity form the Mini Grids. TARA
has developed and led the CELAMeD
process since the initiative’s inception.
Community engagement (CE)
activities begin at the time the ESCO
finalizes target villages. Awareness
creation is initiated around benefits
of renewable energy based electricity
and advantages of being associated

with the ESCO. Various techniques
such as community meetings,
focused group discussions, doorto-door interactions & engagement,
street plays, fairs (Mela) etc. are used.
Load acquisition (LA) takes place
immediately after the Mini Grid plant
commences supply of electricity. In
the first 4 to 6 weeks, the CELAMeD
team and ESCO’s salespersons work
in tandem to enroll customers; a large
majority of the early adopters being
households and shopkeepers, who
opt for single or two bulb connections
with a socket to charge their cell
phones. Soon thereafter, attention
shifts to local businesses who wish to
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entrepreneurship and sustainable demand for electricity:
• catalyzes entrepreneurship by broadcasting/conducting
promotional activities.
• creates a pool of new entrepreneurs using training and
capacity building as a driver.

“I thought this Eid (2015) just like last year, I would have to
refuse a few customers and delay a few other orders even
after working long hours (14-15). But this time was different
– with the motor and reliable power from TARAurja, my
productivity increased manifold. Besides, I no longer have
a swelling in my legs, which I usually get after working long
hours on a manual sewing machine.” – Muharram Ali, Tailor,
Laliya village, Balrampur, UP
Ali, a TARAurja customer, was recommended a
package, wherein, he was given a motorised sewing machine
operated using TARAurja electricity connection at a mere
sum of Rs. 450 per month (10 hours daily). Today, instead
of 5 orders in 15 hours on a manual machine, he stitches
10 orders in 8 hours, resulting in 40% income enhancement.

move from diesel as the source of power or want to add
new products and services to their business offerings.
Electricity and entrepreneurship, when brought
together, can play a transformative role through local
value addition. In recognition of the resultant inclusive
economic growth and employment, TARA rolls out a
bouquet of catalytic activities that encourage rapid growth
in the productive use of energy. The Micro-enterprise
Development (MeD) strategy, adopted by TARA enables
accelerated load ramp up for an ESCO. It also helps local
businesses grow; eventually transforming the village
economy – early signs of which are visible in many
villages.

Thrust Areas
It is a core principal of the Smart Power program and
a central belief of TARA that people in villages are not
just “consumers”. Hence, any service delivery model
that provides access to electricity must necessarily
look beyond lighting solutions alone. The role of village
communities as “producers” needs to be recognized
and responded to in order to deliver enduring benefits.
Micro-enterprise development holds the key. TARA’s
two pronged approach towards creating an ecosystem of

For the initial one month, TARA concentrates on preplanning, which includes scoping of the sites, finalization
of focus areas and enterprise packages. Identification
of potential new as well as existing entrepreneurs and
technology solutions is carried out for the next 3 months
along with broadcasting and promotional activities.
Examples include the ‘Expansion Mela’, a local event to
fast track adoption of gadgets, appliances and motors.
The Mela encourages ‘on the spot’ registrations through
discounted tariff packages and lottery tickets for extra
subsidies thrown into the mix. It also helps the ESCO
build its brand.
To create a pipeline of potential entrepreneurs, TARA
executes International Labor Organization certified Start
and Improve Your Business (SIYB) training programs
across its sites. It is centrally aligned towards participation
of high probability entrepreneurs, especially women. The
program includes Generate Your Business (GYB) training
for potential new entrepreneurs wanting to deliver a
feasible business idea and Improve Your Business (IYB)
training for existing entrepreneurs wanting to expand
or scale up their businesses. Till date at sites run by
TARAurja 140 potential and existing entrepreneurs have
been trained in business management skills. From the
total trained potential entrepreneurs 30% were female
entrepreneurs, 40% have set up new businesses and 20%
existing entrepreneurs expanded their businesses.
As a next step, other essential enterprise support services
are provided. These range from knowledge access and
technical know-how to skilling and market development.

Early Outcomes
Electricity catalyzes entrepreneurship helps unleash
its true potential. New enterprises have been set up
and existing businesses are expanding. Integrated MeD
support helps the business create a positive effect in
the community where even small changes in the local
economy enhance revenue for the ESCO and create a
triple bottom line impact. Apart from electricity, some
entrepreneurs request for support to purchase advanced
equipment for their businesses, which would substantially
enhance their productivity and efficiency.
This enables them to substantially enhance their
productivity and efficiency. TARA has been able to
increase their acceptability by customizing the tariff
package to suit themselves as well as the customer’s
pocket. Monthly tariff packages were revised to bundle
in the equipment cost provided to them. This enabled
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as many as 30 existing businesses, across all sites, to
expand in a span of two months. For example, Kumar, a
TARAurja customer and a school drop-out has been able
to transform his life completely. The TARAurja lighting
connection at his father’s cloth shop encouraged him to
set up his own computer shop. With a package of Rs. 350
per month (7 hours daily), today he earns Rs. 6500-8000
per month, operating a laptop, a printer and scanner,
as well as mobile charging points on the TARAurja
connection. Having become an earning member of the
family, he says he has found new respect amongst his
friends, family and the society.
A win-win consumer financing model, it helps the
customer pay back equipment cost in instalments while
mitigating his risks and gets the ESCO return on its
investment in about 5-6 months.
Small computer shops are preferred by ESCOs as
well as entrepreneurs for business expansion purposes.
Printing businesses have an already established market.
Also, a large number of existing businesses such as
grocery shops, mobile repair shops and photo-studios
find it is easy to expand into this area. This business
brings the fastest average returns (within 4-5 months) as
it has minimum cost with maximum output.
An overall 15-20% enhancement in income was
reported for the shops that were provided electricity
access - either through just lighting – which led to these
enterprises running for longer hours; or enterprises
that switched from unreliable grid supply to run their
appliances on solar based electricity; or enterprises that
added a new device resulting in greater productivity,
hence increased income.
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Measuring Impact
Some key performance indicators that TARA is using for
measuring its success under the Smart Power initiative
include:
• Rate at which loads are acquired
• Diversity in packages (tariff structures), particularly for
commercial and new micro-enterprises
• Number and kind of tie-ups for alternate anchor
loads (example: petrol pump) and institutional loads
(example: schools / banks) – at least one per site
• Local economic development – new jobs created in
the village (15-20 jobs per village) and / or 20-25%
enhancement in income for community members
• Number of women-based enterprises established

Overall Contribution to the INITIATIVE
At the overall initiative level CELAMeD delivers multiple
benefits. It enables effective transfer of knowledge
and capacity building with ready-made tools, serves to
validate financially viable tariff packages for the ESCO
and local entrepreneurs, and more importantly reduces
risks associated with delays in load acquisition and other
factors related to uncertainties of working with village
markets.
TARA’s current focus on local economic development,
social inclusion, basic need fulfilment and agri-resource
centers has led to greater incomes, creation of new
jobs, new enterprises run by women, in addition to
thousands of homes being lit up. In the years to come, it is
envisaged that supply of electricity through thousands of
such micro-grids coupled with demand creation by load
development partners will have a transformative effect on
the rural economy.
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Mini Grids:

The Next Energy
Access Beacon
Rohit Chandra
Vice Chairman and
Executive Director
OMC Power

OMC has been active in the rural
electrification space for the past 4 years.
We operate 70 power plants across 8
districts of Uttar Pradesh taking power
to about 4,000 households and about
1,500 small and medium enterprises.
With installed capacity of approximately
2.5 MW, today our Mini Grids are spread
across 100 kms.

The Mini Grid Sector
– A Promising Path
Village-scale solar powered Mini Grids
define a promising path for India to meet
its aims of GDP growth and access to
electricity for all. Approximately 22% of
India, or 275 million people, lack access
to electricity today. The deficit is more
acute in rural India, where 33% of the
population has no power. If the twin
and interconnected aims—of growth,
manufacturing, and commerce, along with
access to electricity for all—are to be met,
the most promising option to generate
and distribute energy is village-scale solar
powered Mini Grids.
Mini Grids can produce and distribute
clean, affordable power at the point of
consumption. One 50 kilowatt peak (kWp)
solar photovoltaic (PV) plant with battery
storage, and an aggregate Mini Grid length
of five kilometres can power a host of small
businesses, micro-enterprises, banks,
petrol pumps, educational institutions,
health centres, two telecom towers, and
over 500 homes. Creating a paradigm
shift in energy delivery, Mini Grids offer
a simple and elegant model, which can be
the future of power.

Involving the Private Sector
The role of private enterprise in power
supply has long been recognized by the
Indian Government. While Mini Grids
business models that attract private
investment have existed for some time,

treating Mini Grids as an industry is a
recent phenomenon.
Considering the magnitude of energy
poverty in India, a large number of private
Mini Grid operators with sufficient
scale will be needed to provide efficient,
sustainable, and rapid access to energy.

Enabling Policy Changes
India needs a predictably uniform and
equitably conducive policy environment.
This would spawn a host of Mini Grid
players and also attract investment into the
sector. The Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy (MNRE) recognizes Mini Grids as
a separate segment under the Off-Grid
and Decentralised Applications Program
of the National Solar Mission. In January
2015, the Ministry invited companies for
empanelment as Rural Energy Service
Providers (RESP) . A program to provide
central financial assistance to RESPs
implementing Mini Grids in rural areas
was also notified. The Ministry has invited
stakeholder comments on its recently
announced draft National Mini Grid Policy.
In India State governments will be
key players for expanding Mini Grids. The
state government agencies such as the
New and Renewable Energy Development
Authorities, design and implement statelevel schemes and provide nodal agency
services to monitor projects implemented
under MNRE schemes. The Government
of Uttar Pradesh recently notified its Mini
Grid Policy. This was followed by the
announcement of Mini Grid Regulations
by the Regulatory Commission. Madhya
Pradesh and Bihar, have since announced
with draft regulations on the subject.
The biggest requirement of a state
Policy is a framework that would help
integrate Mini Grids with the grids of the
state distribution companies at the village
level. This can be achieved in several ways
- equitable power purchase agreements
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(PPAs), asset purchase, or even allowing the RESCO
infrastructure to be the last mile infrastructure as a
franchisee or licensee. Such a framework will provide to
RESCO investors, protection that is critical to funding a
Mini Grid.

Ironing Out Financing Issues
Access to capital is a thorny issue in India for renewable
energy, more so in the Off-Grid space. It is extremely
difficult to get domestic no-recourse debt, and getting
foreign debt into the country is a time-consuming and
complex process, whatever the route. Simplifying this is
essential for investment.
Banks and FIs can help bridge the gap with prioritylending, but lack a clear mandate. In addition, the packet
sizes of the priority-lending sector are far too small. What
is required to address these gaps are financing guidelines
for the priority sector that take into account the scaling
needs of the Mini Grids business.
A National Mini Grid Policy that addresses these
issues and eases financing mechanisms will go a long
way in creating a robust rural Mini Grids network. If
framed correctly, national and state Mini Grid policies
can become the beacons of energy access to India’s rural
communities over the next 36 months.

OMC and The Rockefeller Foundation
The Rockefeller Foundation’s venture debt to OMC is an
opportunity for us to provide clean, reliable power at
competitive prices to the power-deprived. A significant
portion of our target customers are productive loads, to
whom we provide reliable power, thereby stimulating
economic development. It is also an opportunity for us
to scale up operations and bring increased viability and
sustainability to our business model.
An integral part of The Foundation’s SPRD initiative is the
help it extends to its partners through various associates.
Smart Power India (SPI) has significantly contributed by
sharing with us their expertise on customer engagement,
load acquisition, partner ecosystem and Micro-enterprise
Development. Such initial guidance is highly beneficial
for energy service companies such as ours, especially
since we operate in tough rural terrains. SPI has also
helped us maintain all our data and information in an
organized and granular fashion.
The Foundation plays a vital role as a venture-debt
provider. It helps us de-risk our business and reach
reasonable scale so as to be attractive for commercial
lending.
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Fuelling
Aspirations;
Sparking
Businesses

s one walks down the winding kuccha road of
a small village near Lucknow, what strikes one
are the vibrant, well lit shops lining the street;
a little further down a weaver works a fine
weave on a powered loom; in the same room his children
are busy finishing their home work. In Village Hardoi a
conversation with some women reveals how access to
clean energy has changed their lives. “Crouching over
kerosene lamps to work, inhaling the fumes and the
stench of kerosene often made me nauseous. Now I can
perform my daily chores with much ease in a well lit,
smoke free house,” says Geeta a resident of the village.
In Sheopura, yet another village in Uttar Pradesh,
Sandeep has set up a thriving purified water business,
making a positive impact on the lives of many villagers.
Sandeep’s RO business is a fine example of the potential
social benefits that Smart Power India’s (SPI) initiative
promises. Incubated under the initiative by TARAUrja
(an ESCO), the RO unit supplies clean drinking water
to a population that has primarily relied on untreated
drinking water. The unit has seen promising growth
within a few months of its operation. Having purchased
a delivery van, Sandeep today services customers as far
away as 17 kilometers.
Till very recently several villages in Bihar, Uttar
Pradesh, Odisha and Jharkhand were dependent on
kerosene lamps and diesel generator sets. They had no
or limited access to Grid Power. With SPI’s Mini Grids
providing clean, reliable and good quality electricity,
hundreds of stories of empowerment have emerged.
Welders, tailors, coaching centers, mobile repair shops,
health centres, petrol stations, schools, computer learning
centres and many more Micro Enterprises have sprung up
in the 95 sites where SPI’s Mini Grids are operational. With
Micro-enterprise Development triggering a virtuous cycle
of income generation, SPI has truly brought productive
electricity to these villages.

Using a two pronged approach, Sambodhi recently
undertook an impact study of SPI’s year long journey. The
most encouraging revelation from the study is that SPI’s
Smart Power initiative has fuelled the aspirations of many
entrepreneurs. Nearly 28% have realized an increased
income from their enterprises with 68% MEs reporting an
increase in consumer footfall and almost 20% diversifying
their businesses. Many have also expressed a desire to
enroll for technical capacity building exercises. Although,
81% of Smart Power’s current ME consumers avail a basic
lighting connection, the initiative has created various
large load enterprises as well.
While Mini Grids are not a novelty to India, their
commercial viability sets the SPI model apart from
the others. A shift to the Mini Grids has reduced the
ME’s monthly expenses on kerosene based sources of
electricity. In Nabiganj, for instance, Akhtari Khatun’s
cosmetics shop remains open for longer hours leading
to increased income. She also saves about Rs 200 every
month, that she earlier spent on the DG powered supply.
She unhesitatingly pays for the power that she draws from
the Mini Grid.
Till SPI came into the picture, 90% of the Mini Grids
commissioned, were based on a grants or subsidy model
with no intended impact on livelihoods or revenue
generation. With the demand side getting strengthened
some of SPI’s partner ESCOs are planning to enhance
their generation capacity. Many more ESCO’s are now
encouraged to invest in Mini Grids.
SPI’s Mini Grids have also helped to replace fossil
fuel based electricity sources for home needs, reducing
the carbon footprint of electricity based activities. This
Model creates an ecosystem that encourages enhanced
economic activity and leads to the economic welfare of
the citizens in its intervention areas.
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A clothing shop in Gopalganj District, Bihar

A confectionery unit in Hardoi District, Uttar Pradesh

A printing shop in Nabiganj District, Bihar

A mosque powered by Smart Power plant

An electrified household in Kasina District, Bihar

A computer training centre in Gopalganj District, Bihar

In 2015, Smart Power India (SPI) was established by
The Rockefeller Foundation to implement its Smart
Power for Rural Development (SPRD) initiative in
India. SPRD is an innovative, market-based initiative
that promotes sustainable business models that
deliver reliable electricity using renewable sources
of energy. The initiative goes beyond lighting only
applications, with a focus on more productive
applications of electricity, by creating an ecosystem
that also drives socio economic development of
villages.
SPI acts as an enabler working closely with key
stakeholders across the Mini Grid value chain,
including Energy Service Companies (ESCOs), the
Indian Government, private sector, investors and
NGOs with a common mission of electrifying under
served villages in India.
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